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Abstract

Embedded systems are deeply integrated into critical applications but, despite their importance, lack an effective means to apply over-the-air software patches without significant downtime. Standard mechanisms for firmware updates require device reboots that wipe important in-memory state. Prior efforts have proposed "live" updates to address this problem, applying patches to an embedded application without a reset, but they tackle a limited set of applications or propose a clean-slate design. In this paper, we present Retcon, a live update toolchain for embedded systems that supports a familiar event-driven programming model and does not require application code changes. Retcon leverages static analysis at compile time to determine when it will be safe to update a device. To find safe update points in the presence of complex asynchronous behavior, we define a novel system state, asynchronous quiescence, in which an update can be applied. We evaluate Retcon on a set of embedded event-driven applications—a dual-chamber pacemaker model, a programmable logic controller runtime, an artificial pancreas system, and a sensing node—and demonstrate Retcon’s ability to make low-overhead updates in less than one millisecond.

1 Introduction

Low-power embedded systems are used in a variety of high-availability applications, particularly in the medical and industrial automation fields [52, 59]. Although embedded systems often perform simple tasks, they form a quickly expanding (and aging) infrastructure that requires frequent software updates to continue executing securely and safely. In particular, increased connectivity of embedded devices has exposed them to attack vectors that require urgent security patches. For example, a 465,000-strong pacemaker recall [14] was required after a vulnerability in their communication stack was found, and a similar attack affecting pacemakers using Bluetooth Low Energy [58] occurred 2020. Breaches can also affect critical infrastructure: the Indian power grid saw compromises of their operations networks in early 2021 through Internet-connected cameras [16].

Downtime from applying patches in highly-deployed systems can have significant impact [35]. Existing device firmware update (DFU) mechanisms require a device to reboot into a new firmware version after an update [2, 6, 26, 51]. Programmable logic controllers (PLCs), used for low-level control in automated industrial equipment [8], must therefore shut down the physical systems (e.g. electric motors or manipulators) they control [5, 39], while medical devices often require an in-person visit for urgent security patches [14, 29]. After a reboot, the update has wiped any useful in-memory state accumulated by the previous version.

A growing body of research has focused on providing a live update capability, in which a device is updated seamlessly from one patch to the next, without incurring any downtime or state loss. Existing approaches remain limited: frameworks for general-purpose computing rely on expensive runtime monitoring [11, 17, 36, 43], and some prior efforts for embedded systems avoid state transfer entirely [38, 41]. In particular, applications are often restricted to simple cyclic execution [15, 47, 56] where updates always occur at the start of a read-compute-write cycle. While this simplifies update analysis, it also restricts updates to a small application subset.

A much broader set of embedded applications operate in an event-driven model, executing in response to asynchronous events (e.g. a timer expiration, or reception of network data). Event-driven code is in widespread use in a slew of embedded operating systems (OSes) developed over the past two decades [2, 6, 7, 13, 31, 33]. Unfortunately, no current live update mechanisms can operate in this setting without a clean-slate OS design [13, 18, 21, 56] – a serious barrier to adoption, where patches on legacy code are needed most of all. In this paper, we explore the question: how do we design a live update mechanism that supports event-driven applications, without requiring code modification, while enabling near-instantaneous updates on constrained embedded platforms?

To answer this question, we introduce Retcon, a live update toolchain for embedded systems that supports unmodified event-driven applications. Retcon consists of two major components: a static analysis toolchain that generates update instructions at compile time, and a lightweight runtime executing on the target embedded device. Retcon determines both when it is safe to apply a patch without disrupting the device and how to migrate state to the new version. In doing so, it must support event-based applications that are significantly more complex than envisioned in prior work (Section 2), requiring new approaches in this setting to support efficient live updates, discussed below.

Control-flow static analysis. The targeted event-based applications consist of many handlers that execute in response to specific events. They will also routinely create asynchronous requests to the device OS that remain outstanding even while the application is idle. Handlers might receive events in any order, with no particular guarantees about when "in-flight" asynchronous operations will be completed. In larger applications, reasoning about event interleaving is error-prone at best, even for the original developer. Thus, a programmatic mechanism for detecting safe update points is necessary. Retcon solves this by contributing a more powerful static analysis model that forms a control-flow graph (CFG) of application behavior based on the application source code. It tracks
We compare the CFGs of the original and patched applications to APS, a simple PLC runtime, and a sense-and-send application in common feature of any live update mechanism [17, 43].

Asynchronous quiescence. Prior work commonly assumes that when an application is “quiescent” and the processor is idle, the system can be safely updated [46]. Unfortunately, this is no longer the case in an event-driven system, since pending asynchronous operations might generate unexpected events during or after the update. For example, a running timer started by the original application might expire and trigger an actuator after an update, causing real-world injury. Retcon introduces a novel notion of asynchronous quiescence (Section 4.1): live updates are applied only when no tasks are executing and we know that existing in-flight asynchronous operations will not trigger events during or after the update. The latter condition can be satisfied if, for example, the new application would immediately cancel or reset any outstanding operations.

We compare the CFGs of the original and patched applications to identify the desired behavior.

Detecting update points at runtime. Detecting asynchronous quiescence, and confirming that a system has reached a valid update point at runtime, requires significant inspection of application state that cannot be performed on the embedded target. To address this challenge, Retcon’s toolchain calculates a set of simple predicates that the embedded runtime can evaluate over application state to verify a correct update point, without performing any analysis itself. Once a valid update point is detected, the runtime uses a matching set of transfer instructions to synchronize memory state between the application versions. We demonstrate that even for applications with many such predicates, they are processed with minimal overhead.

Implementation. We implement Retcon’s static analysis toolchain and embedded runtime for the Zephyr RTOS [2], targeting an nRF9160 SiP embedded platform, and evaluate Retcon’s ability to efficiently and safely perform live updates on four event-driven applications: a pacemaker controller, an Artificial Pancreas System (APS), a simple PLC runtime, and a sense-and-send application integrating a third-party MQTT library [9] (Section 6). Compared to standard update mechanisms, which require over 4 seconds for a full firmware flash and reboot, and 1.9 ms for an OS-based application swap, Retcon can apply updates live in less than a millisecond.

Such a capability enables a new generation of embedded systems to truly offer zero downtime by embracing a safe, continuous, and live update function.

2 Related Work

Systems for performing live updates have been heavily investigated as a way to avoid system downtime. A key early result by Gupta et al. [20] showed that determining the validity of a live update for general programs is adjacent to solving the halting problem, and thus undecidable. As a result, avoiding full generality by specifying additional constraints on the supported programming model, or requiring additional external information from applications, is a common feature of any live update mechanism [17, 43].

2.1 General-purpose live updates

One of the earliest dynamic update systems, Ksplice [4], targets small code-only security patches for Linux, installing code trampolines to jump into a patch from the original binary. Critically, this requires freezing execution, something which could affect the safety of embedded applications with real-world sensing and actuation tasks. Similarly, kGraft [50] routes application processes to original or updated code based on when they entered the kernel. Kup [28] uses a checkpoint mechanism to restore processes after an update, but incurs a restart.

Live update systems targeted at powerful server-class applications require significant runtime processing, such as stack unrolling [19, 27, 36, 42], although this allows applications to update at any point, rather than waiting for a quiescent state without active stack frames. ProteOS [17] relies on runtime memory tagging to track and transfer state, synchronously updating while suspending the system, resulting in a significant memory overhead (approximately 35%) ill-suited for a memory-constrained embedded device. Mvedsua [43], DynAMOS [37], POLUS [11], and Mx [23] each rely on multiversion execution, running the updated application in parallel during a swap-over period. With limited memory and compute capability on embedded devices, this approach would change application resource availability during an update; in contrast, we target near-instantaneous switch between versions without overlap. Ginseng [40] and Javelus [19] rely on lazy state transfer, interoperating on accesses to memory in the updated process to copy state. However, this results in an indeterminate overhead after an update. A complex runtime increases system memory footprint and the interruption time during an update; Retcon pushes as much computation as possible to offline analysis, providing a device with a straightforward set of simple instructions at runtime.

Systems like Kitsune [22] or ProteOS [17] simplify the process of detecting update points by asking application developers to identify update points. In the event-driven model, however, this approach does not scale well. Event-triggered tasks can interleave in a complex manner based on when events arrive, resulting in a state machine that is difficult to completely explore manually, even for the code’s author. Instead, we show that static analysis can automatically find events and system states that indicate valid update points in these applications.

A number of live update-adjacent systems have been proposed. Several virtual machines designed specifically for constrained embedded platforms [30, 44] can make application updates significantly easier, although still requiring an application restart. Neutron [12] reboots individual system components suffering from hardware faults while protecting precious memory from reinitialization, but doesn’t apply updated software or identify safe update points. Retcon is complimentary to efforts efficiently distributing updates across wireless networks [24, 32, 49], focusing on the update once it arrives on-device.

2.2 Embedded live update systems

The need for software updates on high-availability embedded systems has motivated a significant amount of work on live updates. Table 1 compares Retcon’s capabilities and programming model against prior work in the area.
Many existing systems have considered updating portions of applications, which constrains the scope of possible updates. DURTS [38] modifies function pointers to redirect applications to updated functionality, cannot perform more substantial updates that require changes to control flow. Similarly, HERA [41] uses ARM debugging hardware to dynamically insert patches, but updates are limited to “small, isolated, and featureless” [3] segments, and do not survive a reboot if it were to occur. Dynamic operating systems with a clean-slate modular designs, like SOS [21] or Contiki [13], support dynamic reconfiguration by loading individual application components, which are linked together and managed by the runtime. However, this requires rewriting applications to fit into these new frameworks. In contrast, Retcon focuses on whole application updates, allowing for significant internal changes like modified control flow, removing the risk of component incompatibilities, and allowing live updates to be performed on commonly-used RTOSes without a component-based architecture [2, 7, 31].

The ability for an application to transfer and retain important state during an update is critical for a live update capability. However, a significant number of prior systems ([15, 21, 38, 41, 47]) support only code changes without considering state transfer. Retcon leverages compile-time static analysis to compare application versions and determine which state to transfer at runtime.

Furthermore, prior work has focused on simple programming models that do not translate to more complex applications. For example, Seifzadeh et al. [47] and Fischmeister et al. [15] focus on a cyclic programming model, in which inputs are read at the beginning of each cycle, a static set of tasks is executed, and outputs are written. Updates in these systems without state transfer are completed simply by updating the tasks between cycles. In the event-driven programs that Retcon targets, there is no “end-of-cycle” event that triggers an update, and safe update points are instead application-dependent and require much more analysis.

In that vein, prior work can be readily distinguished from Retcon by the mechanisms used to determine when a safe update point has been reached. Some systems ignore update safety entirely – Contiki allows application developers to define an initialization function that can consume the prior version’s state, but no analysis is made to determine a safe update point. The safety of an update is not guaranteed and developers must defensively program around cases where functionality may suddenly disappear from the system.

Most similar to Retcon are Wahler et al.’s works on FASA [53–56] and ELUS [18], supporting individual component-based updates. However, their safe update point analysis is limited to simple task quiescence. In the case of FASA, this point is at the end of a cycle, while ELUS simply waits for all tasks to be idle. However, as discussed in Section 1, this analysis is not sufficient when performing live updates for event-driven applications – ongoing asynchronous operations can persist across an update at an idle point and wreak havoc in the updated application. This is Retcon’s primary contribution: defining a novel condition for detecting valid live-update points in event-driven code, asynchronous quiescence, that prior work has not addressed. Section 4 describes how we determine system states that satisfy this condition.

### 3 System Overview

Retcon’s live update operates in two stages, detailed in Figure 1. The first stage creates an update payload, executing in parallel the application’s normal build process. Payloads contain the patched binary and instructions for when and how to apply the update. The payload is then sent to Retcon’s second stage, an update runtime executing within the target device’s embedded OS. When the runtime detects a valid update point, the application is updated, state is transferred, and execution continues in the new application version.

**Update payload generation.** (Section 4) At compile-time, the updated code passes through a set of static analysis stages, where update instructions are generated from the program’s behavior:

- Application source code is passed to a static analysis tool, which generates traces of program execution. We use the Clang Static Analyzer [1], as it can operate directly on application source code without modification. When generating these execution traces, the analyzer generates symbolic constraints on application memory, allowing Retcon to identify specific state values that lead to different events.
- We combine the individual generated execution paths into a control flow graph (CFG) of the application (Section 4.2), where edges between basic blocks of application code are defined by the constraints on application state. For example, if a handler checks for a null input value, the CFG edge to the rest of the handler will require the input to be non-zero.
Figure 1: At compile time, Retcon’s static program analysis generates predicates for safe update points and state transfer instructions, parallel to a normal build process. The update runtime on the target device, upon receiving the update payload, begins evaluating each predicate over system state. When the device reaches a safe update point that satisfies a predicate, relevant state is transferred and execution passes to the updated application.

- A set of update predicates, which the runtime uses to verify that the device has reached a safe update point, is generated by comparing the CFGs of the original and updated application versions (Section 4.4).
- Finally, a set of state transfer instructions is paired with each predicate, detailing how application state is transferred between versions. These instructions are generated automatically, but in the case of new unknown state, developer input is needed at compile time to define their values (Section 4.3).

Embedded update runtime. (Section 5) Once the update payload is received by the target device, Retcon’s runtime loads the new application binary into an isolated memory segment in the background while the current application continues executing in the foreground. The runtime begins searching for a suitable update point, evaluating each of the provided predicates against system state. Once a predicate matches, the system can safely update. The runtime executes the state transfer instructions associated with the successful predicate, and hands control to the new version. Finally, the runtime signals the deployment infrastructure that the update is complete and idles until the next patch is received.

3.1 Supported Applications
Retcon supports a broad set of event-driven embedded C applications. In particular, we target applications that consist of a set of event handlers that run to completion and yield back to the kernel upon completion – updates can modify existing handlers, add their own, and even remove existing ones, and do the same with any state. Retcon supports applications that statically allocate their global application state (e.g. a timer, flag, or other data). These properties are common in many embedded programs: the vast majority are written in C, avoid dynamic memory allocation for fear of unpredictable memory shortages and device instability, and rely on external and software interrupts to manage control flow instead of long-running processes. Together, they allow Retcon to perform static analysis at compile-time rather than expensive on-device analysis at runtime to identify valid update points.

Testing Retcon Updates. It is important to note that Retcon’s static analysis cannot reason about program semantics. For example, the halting problem prevents us from determining whether an application will actually reach a valid update point or remain stuck in an infinite loop [20]. Similarly, an application developer might modify the meaning of some program state without changing its name, which cannot be automatically detected. However, these issues are readily apparent as incorrect application behavior if an update is tested. Given that an update payload does not change between individual devices applying the same update, Retcon allows application developers to test the behavior of their update before widely deploying it to the bulk of targeted devices, and adjust the payload to ensure, for example, an update point is reached in practice.

Running Example: Updating a Pacemaker Controller. In the following sections, we describe Retcon’s static analysis approach and runtime behavior. To practically demonstrate the process, we consider a small update to a pacemaker controller as an example. The update code is shown in Figure 2: in a few lines of code, we implement a Ventricular Refractory Period (VRP) [25],

Figure 2: Pacemaker VRP component update. Adds a flag and additional timer (lines 1-2), and modifies the \texttt{ventricle\_beat} event handler (lines 9-11) to ignore spurious ventricle sensor readings when they occur in sequence too quickly to indicate a real arrhythmia. At the end of the VRP period, \texttt{vrp\_timer} expires and resets the flag (lines 4-6).

Original

Updated

1. \begin{verbatim}
struct timer vrp\_timer;
bool vrp\_flag;
\end{verbatim}

2. \begin{verbatim}
void vrp\_timer\_expire\_callback()
{
  vrp\_flag = false;
}
\end{verbatim}

3. \begin{verbatim}
void ventricle\_beat()
{
  \textbf{if} (\texttt{vrp\_flag})
  {
    \texttt{vrp\_flag = true;}
    \texttt{timer\_start(\&vrp\_timer);}
    \texttt{timer\_start(\&t);}
    \texttt{// process event}
  }
}
\end{verbatim}
which addresses noisy sensor readings that might erroneously report a heart beating much faster than desired, triggering undesired pacing stimulus. The update itself adds a flag indicating that additional beats should be temporarily ignored, a timer to toggle the flag after a valid amount of time has passed, and code to manage this interplay. We analyse this update throughout the rest of the paper and evaluate in Section 6.

Updating in the midst of changing event handlers highlights the importance of verifying asynchronous quiescence as an update condition as introduced in Section 1. If Retcon were to blindly update when a ventricular beat was detected, the new version of ventricle_beat might see timer expirations from timers set by the original application set. Luckily, in this case, the new handler function resets the timers, completely removing this danger. In Section 4, we show how Retcon performs this analysis automatically, and for many more handlers and asynchronous events.

4 Static Analysis

Retcon’s static analysis serves two main purposes. First, it must identify specific application states that correspond with safe update points (states that are asynchronously quiescent) and ensure that the update will correctly move execution to a valid state in the new version. Second, Retcon generates state transfer instructions for the updated application to ensure that precious information is not lost during the update. As we expect the application build process to execute on a host with substantially greater processing capability, memory space, and execution time available than the target platform, Retcon performs the entirety of the necessary analysis statically, at compile time, simplifying the runtime component.

Section 4.1 describes how we model application state, including hardware configuration and active operations. Section 4.2 details how we extract an application’s control-flow graph (CFG), where every node represents a different application state. Section 4.3 shows how Retcon generates state transfer instructions for use by its update runtime. Finally, we compare the original and updated CFGs to yield simple predicates identifying the valid update points.

4.1 Modeling Application State

In Retcon, we focus on modeling application state that persists across tasks or event handler invocations. At every potential update point, an application’s state consists of three things:

- A name-value map of all static application memory state.
- The current state of the device’s hardware configuration.
- A set of active asynchronous operations (e.g. timers or I/O).

In addition, each program has a list of event handler entry points (e.g. ventricle_beat in our running example), which are executed by the program in response to external interrupts or as callbacks for asynchronous operations completed by the kernel.

Retcon tracks the application’s memory and hardware state to inform the state transfer process, because they influence the specific transfer instructions used in an update. Values in application memory with matching labels, such as the state of timer t1 in the VRP update, or any shared hardware configuration, like an interrupt configuration, must also be seen by the updated application. In the case of differing hardware requirements, such as an additional sensor, Retcon must track the current hardware status in order to correctly reconfigure the device.

Tracking asynchronous quiescence. To ensure a safe update, we must also track the presence of active asynchronous operations, such as un-expired application timers. They are particularly important because applying a live update while they are outstanding could yield incorrect behavior after the update. A simple strategy – waiting for system states where the list of active asynchronous operations is empty – is an appealing approach because it’s unlikely that an application would prefer to be updated while, for example, performing a radio transmission or waiting for a DMA write to complete. However, the practical structure of event-driven application creation creates a central problem. Commonly, asynchronous operations are stopped, reset, or started in an event handler triggered by an event from another asynchronous operation. This behavior is widespread in a complete pacemaker controller (Section 6), which manages up to five concurrently-active timers to detect different arrhythmias.

In this scenario, there is no point at which we can check for a completely quiescent system. Checking just before an event handler is executed would fail because active operations may be removed or reset only when the handler executes, such as timer t1 when ventricle_beat is triggered. The system is not quiescent during the event handler’s execution even if those operations are removed, and after the event handler completes, new or restarted operations will thwart an update even though carefully inspecting the application’s semantics would reveal a safe update point.

While there might be a couple of states for a program where the set of active operations is truly empty, we leverage static program analysis to generate a broader set of update points that includes handlers where, upon receiving an event, its execution guarantees that every pending asynchronous operation will be stopped or restarted. Intuitively, this marks a “reset” point in the application where Retcon knows that any nominally active operations will not survive and the system is actually asynchronously quiescent. Considering our example, we can determine that a ventricle_beat event will likely put the system into a valid state for the VRP update because both implementations fully reset timer t1, ensuring that a prior timer started by the original version will not survive the update.

Given the relatively limited scope of embedded event-driven programs (compared to general cloud server applications), we can gain enough information to identify these safe update points without requiring exacting manual code annotations from the application developer. However, identifying the right handler invocations at which to trigger an update requires understanding how each individual handler modifies the program’s set of active asynchronous operations. We describe extracting this behavior as a CFG below.

4.2 Generating Application CFGs

Retcon represents application logic as a set of directed, acyclic control-flow graphs, with one graph rooted at every application event handler. Graph nodes indicates operations – read or write to application memory, or a relevant system call – that modifies the tracked application state described in Section 4.1. CFG edges indicates program flow to the next operation node to be executed, along with any matching constraints on application state. A specific execution trace of an event handler is represented by a path through
We implemented a custom "checker" that evaluates every path and to ensure that the application keeps working as designed after a live update, Retcon must determine how to migrate application memory and state to the updated version. It generates a sequence of transfer instructions necessary to synchronize the application memory and state, written in Python and executed offline when preparing the update payload. In our example, the new \texttt{vrp\_flag} cannot be automatically transferred, so it is initialized to 0 regardless of the specific predicate or constraints on pre-existing state. Retcon warns developers when they are missing a needed transfer implementation for new global state.

### 4.3 Transfer Instruction Generation

To ensure that the application keeps working as designed after a live update, Retcon must determine how to migrate application state to the updated version. It generates a sequence of transfer instructions necessary to synchronize the application memory and device hardware for the new version, which are executed by the embedded runtime described below in Section 5.

**Application memory.** Names present in the application memory of both the original and updated applications, such as timer \( t_1 \), correspond to state that must be transferred during the update process. These are encoded as (source address, destination address, size) triples for the runtime to copy. As a result, the device runtime does not need to interpret any of the static analysis outputs, simply executing the transfer blindly, as all analysis has already taken place at compile time. Memory maintained by the original application but not the update is entirely ignored.

**New state.** Retcon handles new application state with no existing counterpart in the original version using a small amount of external input from the application developer. For example, Retcon does not know what the value of the newly-added \texttt{vrp\_flag} in the VRP update (Figure 2) should be, because it cannot understand the updated version’s semantics. Rather than implementing an imperfect technique to yield the correct initialization values, Retcon asks the developer at compile-time to specify custom logic that yields the correct initialization value for a specific name as a function of the predicate for that specific update point. Figure 4 shows how we could specify a simple default value of 0 for the new \texttt{vrp\_flag} state in Python. The runtime will automatically initialize (but not start) the added \texttt{vrp\_timer} without developer intervention by interacting with the operating system.

**Hardware initialization.** Retcon also generates transfer instructions to perform the update’s expected hardware initialization. We assume for simplicity that this initialization is performed when the application starts up. Since the update CFG already contains all the relevant system calls known to initialize hardware resources (like timers and GPIO pins), Retcon determines the correct hardware configuration for the update by walking through the CFG for the application entry point. Given the current hardware state, a sequence of (system call pointer, \texttt{arg1}, \texttt{arg2}, ... ) tuples is generated based on knowledge of the specific platform hardware subsystem APIs. For example, the analysis process for the VRP update automatically generates instructions to initialize the new versions of the application timers and external inputs (Figure 5). If the original and updated applications share the same set of hardware, non-configuration hardware registers are not modified by default, and are automatically accessed by the updated application version. If

```python
(1) def custom_state_transfer(symbol, predicate, constraints):
(2)     if symbol == 'vrp_flag':
(3)         return [0, 0]
(4)     else:
(5)         return None
```

![Figure 4: Simple developer-specified state transfer for new state](image-url)
The relevant timers are initial-
propriate transferred state. If an execution path does not show up
the same event handlers in the updated application, given the ap-
application state. Each operation,
that the currently active asynchronous operations will stopped or
stopped for the entire duration of the update load, performing as
much of the update process as possible in the background ensures
application availability, at the cost of a slightly longer end-to-end
update duration after deployment of the updated binary begins.

Safety in the face of errors during the update process is main-
tained by completely isolating the different application binaries
once they are on the board. No modifications are made to the active
application: during the update process, all necessary state is copied
to the update’s memory segment. If the runtime encounters an
error while handling the update, it can stop and the old application
version will continue running.

5 Runtime
In comparison to the compile-time analysis pipeline, the update
time is by design much more lightweight. Executing as a sub-
system inside the embedded RTOS on-device, the runtime acquires
and loads the updated application binary as the lowest priority
scheduled task. This gives absolute latitude to application function-
ality to continue executing during this process; the update makes
progress when the system overall is idle. Retcon takes advantage
of the fact that, even while facing tight deadlines, embedded de-
vice is likely to be discovered when these periodic events occur.
Finally, Retcon ensures that the updated event handler does not
stop any operation not stopped by the original handler. This
is a practical requirement, in order to support cases where the
embedded operating system underlying Retcon executes additional
application logic conditioned on whether the operation was active
(e.g. attempting to stop a timer that has already been stopped). If
attempting to stop such an operation results in the same behavior
regardless of whether it was active or not, this step can be ignored.
5.1 Update Payload
The update payload sent to the runtime combines the generated predicate and state transfer instructions extracted by the static analysis toolchain in Section 4, and contains:
- The unmodified, updated application binary.
- Additional metadata useful to the update runtime: application load address, location of application segments, addresses of update-related flags, etc.
- A list of update predicates identifying valid update points.
- A list of automatically-generated state transfer instructions.
- A list of hardware initialization instructions.

5.2 Predicate Verification
Once the runtime loads the updated application binary, it begins inspecting the system state to determine when a safe update state has been reached. Each generated predicate is tied to a specific application event handler (see Figure 6), so the runtime hooks some system events in the kernel – interrupts, timer expirations, etc. – that would return execution to the original application. When an event occurs, each predicate is verified in turn. If the system meets the predicate’s application memory, hardware, and asynchronous operation constraints, the remaining predicates are ignored and the update process moves to the state transfer phase. If no predicates indicate the current state is safe for an update, the update is postponed and the original application handler executes.

5.3 State Transfer
When a predicate is satisfied, the matching set of state transfer instructions are fetched from the update payload (Section 5.1) and executed. Application memory is copied or initialized in the updated binary, with the same process occurring for the platform hardware. At this point, the application is suspended until the update completes, as there are limited hardware resources that cannot be shared by the application versions. Transfer instructions will not change after being generated during the compilation process, so pre-deployment testing is possible to mitigate the risk of deployment errors. Following the update, the pending event is routed to the updated handler and execution continues.

5.4 Error Handling
Retcon isolates update actions from the currently-running application until the update is complete. If an error occurs, control can be immediately handed back to the original application by routing the current event to the existing event handler and halting the update runtime. Update code and data are written into separate Flash and RAM memory regions without modifying the existing application binary. If a reboot were to occur during an update, the boot process would simply restart the unmodified original application. Before an update is applied, the binary text segment is written into non-volatile memory to provide persistence after the update completes, if a reboot were to occur.

6 Evaluation
We evaluate Retcon’s ability to perform embedded live updates while maintaining application safety. Specifically, we demonstrate its ability to automatically identify safe update points and ensure continuity between applications by efficiently performing state transfer. In this section, we apply Retcon’s toolchain to four applications: the dual-chamber pacemaker introduced in Section 3.1, an Artificial Pancreas System (APS) control algorithm, a simple PLC runtime, and a sense-and-send application integrating a third-party MQTT library [9]. Table 2 summarizes each application’s memory and complexity characteristics.

Each application is evaluated on an nRF9160 SiP with a 64 MHz ARM Cortex-M33 microprocessor, 1 MB of Flash, and 256 kB of RAM [48]. The update runtime is implemented as a 1,152 SLOC subsystem for the Zephyr RTOS [2], on which each application executes. The compiled RTOS, including the Retcon subsystem, requires 86.15 kB of Flash and 32.08 kB RAM at runtime, compared to 81.06 kB and 3.98 kB, respectively, for the OS without live updates enabled. As a result, Retcon requires 5.09 kB for code and 28.1 kB of memory to operate. The largest use of this memory (85%) is in statically allocating a 24 kB buffer for receiving update payloads. This allocation can be adjusted to reduce memory overhead by limiting maximum payload size, which could be achieved by limiting the number of predicates contained in each payload.

6.1 Applications
Pacemaker controller. Embedded control logic is a natural target for a live-update mechanism that can maintain continuity over an update, and pacemaker controllers in particular may require urgent updates [14]. We implement the formal dual-chamber pacemaker control algorithm model verified by Ji et al. [25], based on functional descriptions of pacemaker operation from Boston Scientific. Our implementation executes as a collection of asynchronous state machines controlled by four independent timers. Another microcontroller, acting as a synthetic heart, provides two external “sense” inputs to mark each part of the beat and receives two “pace” actuation signals if the controller detects an arrhythmia. While the memory footprint of the controller is minimal, the constantly-interacting state machines mean that detecting an appropriate update point is much more difficult compared to an application with a simple duty cycle. As previously discussed, we update the pacemaker with a VRP component to ignore spurious signal inputs.

APS. We implement an artificial pancreas system (APS) based on the OpenAPS reference design [34], representing a simple embedded sensing application with a significant amount of cached historical data that is critical to providing accurate care. An APS is a personal, DIY solution that closes the cycle between a blood glucose measurement device and an insulin pump. As additional blood measurements are taken, the controller updates a running internal estimate of a person’s blood glucose levels, and, periodically, temporarily increases the patient’s insulin delivery rate to maintain safe conditions. We update the APS controller with a modification described in the OpenAPS reference [34] to safely adjust to unexpected blood glucose deviations.

PLC Runtime. We implement a PLC runtime with a 3-state ladder-logic state machine. As the PLC application repeats frequently and periodically, updates can occur from one scan cycle to the next. We emulate a PLC runtime on-device to execute ladder logic programs, a widespread visual PLC programming method,
with LDmicro [57], an open source compiler that automatically generates C code from arbitrary ladder logic programs. While its memory footprint is the lowest of the evaluated applications, the bulky machine-generated code yields a large control flow graph of almost ten thousand nodes, slowing analysis and generating a large number of predicates (Table 2). Our update includes generated ladder logic adding two additional application-level states to the execution schedule, controlling a separate output.

**Networked sensor.** Finally, we evaluate a sense-and-send MQTT client built using the MQTT-C library [9] to perform lightweight communication with a remote server. For simplicity, we proxy published MQTT packets from the device over a serial link before they are relayed to a remote MQTT server, and the embedded client periodically queries for the resulting responses. Importantly, the MQTT client demonstrates Retcon’s ability to support embedded software libraries that were not developed to explicitly support a live update capability; we use Retcon to update the system on-the-fly to publish on different topics. Table 2 shows that while there are disadvantages to updating a complex application like the MQTT client – it generates the largest control flow graph and requires almost forty minutes of offline analysis – the update overhead at runtime remains negligible.

### 6.2 Pacemaker Update Process

The pacemaker trace in Figure 7 explores Retcon’s update process in detail. The goal of the updated controller is to implement a VRP function against spurious signals sensed from the heart. In our test setup, the simulated “heart” has a functional ventricle but requires the atrium to be continually paced by the controller. Periodically, the original controller is given two ventricle inputs in quick succession, which results in incorrectly delaying the next atrial pace by 50 ms. To fix the issue, we generate a small patch that adds a VRP state machine [25] to ignore these repeated signals and yields the expected 950 ms interval between each pace.

The update process starts at approximately $t = 21$ s by transferring the appropriate update payload to the device, but remains in the background, processing only when the system is idle and in small chunks before serving application interrupts to avoid interfering with application functionality. Remaining in the background, the update payload is fully received at approximately $t = 28$ and Retcon’s runtime begins checking system state against the payload’s predicates whenever control is about to be handed to the application. While the next two incoming ventricle events immediately following do not satisfy any of the predicates, the following timer expiration triggers an atrial pace that satisfies a predicate. Retcon, detecting that the system is in a safe update state, begins the quick blocking update phase.

As discussed in Section 5, the entire platform now performs state transfer and initialization before routing control flow to the updated controller’s atrial pace handler with minimal delay. The newly-added VRP component now begins to ignore duplicate sensor inputs, resulting in the expected pacing behavior. We evaluate the performance of this process in Figure 8 and Figure 10.

### 6.3 Update Runtime Performance

**Baselines.** Our baseline comparisons for timely updates are the industry-standard flash-and-reboot approach to upgrading system firmware, and an application-swapping approach that uses Retcon to deliver a smaller application-only binary, but still requires a system reset. For the flash-and-reboot method, the resulting update time consists primarily of the cost to erase the device’s persistent flash memory and copy the entire operating system, packaged with the application, while the application swap only measures system reinitialization. This process, assuming a maximum application payload size, requires approximately 4 seconds on our platform to flash a new binary, while an application swap requires 1.93 ms. For comparison, each application update we apply using Retcon successfully performs the update live in less than a millisecond.

**Update latency.** Figure 8 shows the distribution of update latencies (the amount of time the application is blocked from executing in order to finalize the update) for each application. For the PLC, which has very little state to transfer and no new kernel state to initialize (e.g. a new timer), the interruption is minimal at an average of 244 $\mu$s. However, updates that require additional initialization (the pacemaker controller) or must transfer large buffers (the APS and MQTT client) yield a two- or three-times greater latency.

However, the interrupt latency caused by a triggered update is not necessarily the worst-case scenario for an application using Retcon. While the analysis model in Section 4 allows us to identify safe program points for an update, it cannot guarantee that we will ever reach those points during a normal run of the program, potentially never completing an update. In Figure 9 we evaluate the performance impact of an application that evaluates each of its predicates without detecting a safe update point.
Applications with few predicates incur small evaluation overheads, while the opposite is true for those with many predicates. The PLC, even with a limited set of predicates (see Table 2), requires almost 900 μs to evaluate each of its predicates in the worst case, far larger than its one-time update interruption latency of about 250 μs. The pacemaker can check each of its 12 predicates in less than 40 μs, but exhibits higher update latency when a safe state is found due to increased state initialization.

**Application-specific factors.** The breakdown of contributing factors to update latency, shown in Figure 10, clearly splits the evaluated applications into two groups. The time required to update the APS and MQTT client implementations is dominated by the cost of state transfer, as both must copy over 2 kB in data buffers of historical measurements (in the case of the APS) or sending and receiving message queues (in the case of the MQTT client). On the other hand, the PLC and Pacemaker implementations require much less state transfer, so latency is primarily dominated by new state initialization. In the end, the total delay in performing an update is determined by application-specific factors, while the overhead of the runtime, as well as the cost of evaluating predicates until a valid update point is detected, remains small in every case.

7 Discussion

We briefly analyze some broader implications, limitations, and potential future directions suggested by our experience designing and evaluating Retcon. While Retcon targets a large number of event-driven embedded applications, it does not consider some more complex use cases, such as multi-threaded or multi-core applications – expanding Retcon to coordinate distributed updates between multiple microprocessors on a device (such as a security or signal processing chip) is an interesting avenue for future work. Similarly, applications that currently use dynamic memory allocation cannot be updated by Retcon. However, since applications may have asynchronous quiescent update points that are not dependent
We verify that the system state satisfies a given predicate, verification, and deployment pipeline, not as a total replacement. Verified as impossible to observe during normal operation due to system calls, and update constraints on program branching, be accelerated by prioritizing update points that occur frequently.

A fleet of sensors can be easily avoided, and full deployment can even be accelerated by prioritizing update points that occur frequently.

on heap state, we envision an extension to Retcon that tracks the actions of a simple memory allocator in our runtime subsystem to perform dynamic state transfer.

The scalability of Retcon's static analysis is dictated by the efficiency of the underlying symbolic execution. In Section 6, we successfully analyze a PLC runtime consisting largely of automatically-generated C code, but the process requires almost an hour of analysis. This is a byproduct of the branching execution tree-style analysis that the clang static analysis engine uses, which is primarily used to generate compiler warnings for developers. Retcon has to track any store/load global state modifications, as well as any relevant system calls, and update constraints on program branching, yielding an exponentially-expanding search space. The number of predicates could also scale similarly. Of the 12 predicates we generate for the pacemaker controller in Section 6, 6 are manually verified as impossible to observe during normal operation due to incompatibilities between state constraints and expected running timers. However, since the analysis process is performed only once offline, and the results are broadcast to target devices, a longer analysis time is acceptable in exchange for no overhead applied directly at the destination. Finally, unlike other C symbolic execution tools like Otter [45] or CREST [10], clang can operate directly on C source code that we cross-compile for an embedded ARM processor without modification.

Retcon uses state naming as a proxy for that state’s semantics, but this is not always the case. As a result, updates may crash or behave erroneously if our analysis transfers state incorrectly. As discussed in Section 3.1, Retcon’s role is as part of a validation, verification, and deployment pipeline, not as a total replacement. Many errors, such as choosing predicates that rarely succeed in practice, if at all, are readily noticeable when tested. Through empirical observation of test updates, issues that might take down a practice, if at all, are readily noticeable when tested.

Finally, although we require some manual developer intervention for new state values or special hardware state transfer Retcon offers a significant improvement in reducing developer workload by automatically transferring common between application versions, relieving what would otherwise be an exhaustive manual effort to line up source and destination addresses across update versions.

As a result of embedded application constraints, we can fully automate the process of determining when a safe update point occurs (at compile- and run-time) that is consistent between application versions. In simple applications like the APS (6), Retcon correctly finds the same natural update point that an embedded developer would manually select, while in applications like the pacemaker, where correct behavior is determined by multiple independent state machines operating all at once, Retcon can easily identify update points that would require deep application expertise and careful evaluation to confirm as a safe update point.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented Retcon, which performs live updates on event-driven applications executing on constrained embedded devices. Retcon updates applications safely when they satisfy a novel asynchronous quiescence condition that we define for the event-driven setting, uses a static analysis toolchain to identify those points, and correctly transfers state between application versions.

A simple embedded runtime ensures updates are safe and timely: our evaluation demonstrates that Retcon can update a variety of applications in a manner of microseconds.
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